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Once, the Ibarras saved Earth and all of humanity from utter destruction. Now they are fugitives and

traitors hunted by the Terran UnionÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mightiest warriors.After fleeing with a stolen armada,

the Ibarra family have finally emerged from hiding and are scouring the galaxy for an ancient alien

legacy, destroying any who get in their way. For armor soldier Roland Shaw, the call to put down the

Ibarra mutiny is a bitter task as he and the Iron Dragoons come face to face with the Ibarras in order

to discover if they are truly their friends or their most deadly foe.THE IBARRA SANCTION is the

second book in Richard FoxÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Terran Armor Corps series, a military sci-fi space opera and

sequel to the 2017 Dragon Award Nominated novel, IRON DRAGOONS. Read this action packed

novel and brace yourself for the revelations that will change RolandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s world forever!
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Mr. Richard Fox, has authored a good, tight read, "The Ibarra Sanction (Terran Armor Corps Book



2)." It continues the saga begun with "The Ember Wars," and follows a new member of the "Iron

Dragoons," Roland Shaw, a military orphan, who is an "Iron Heart...Armor."Roland's "lance," he with

three (3) other armor (mechs that are hardwired-neural linked to their operators), are orbitally

inserted into a water world planet, searching for a missing Terran warship, its crew, and

complement of "Path Finders (recon troops)." Upon discovery of the wrecked ship, fragmentary

evidence of the ambushes, a few human remains, the lance returns for reassignment. A Terran

Fleet is dispatched to a colony planet under attack by unknown forces, and upon arrival, two (2)

different fleets are discovered in combat, and Roland is tasked with his lance to rescue kidnapped

children.Any reader who enjoyed "The Ember Wars," and "Iron Dragoons," will be happy with "The

Ibarra Sanction," as it continues the saga, at a higher pace and level. Frankly, to this reviewer, it

appears Mr. Fox is at his best, when writing of "armor," the honorable, warrior mystics. The story

flows at a fast pace, so fast that this reviewer was disappointed as the book ended way too soon.

The book can be read as a stand alone, but due to the multiple plot lines, an overall story arc that is

heavily dependent and intertwined with "The Ember Wars," and "Iron Dragoons," any new reader

will be somewhat adrift."The Ibarra Sanction," is highly recommended (caveat for new readers

notwithstanding), and was too quickly read via Kindle Unlimited.

Great read. One of my favorites this year. This one has achieved critical mass for the series where

the story, characters, and larger plot line really take off for me. I wish I could give spoilers. Let me

just say this, the antagonist situation is more real than in the Ember War series (which was

awesome). I am fascinated by where this series is going. On a side note, I went back and listened to

Iron Dragoons now that the audio book and enjoyed it immensely. The Terran Armor Corps books

are every bit as good as the Ember War saga.

Oh man. If you have KU, just get the whole dang series.The Ember War Saga (9 Book Series)I am

an addicted reader in a candy shop.I gladly gave many dollars so Mr. Fox could keep entertaining

me.If you love any kind of space opera or military sci fi from the golden years or even classics like

Babylon 5, this whole thing is like coming back home, finding a beloved easy chair and just letting

the story carry you away. Quality.

Book Two continues the story of Roland and his career in the Armor Corps. Great pacing, great

characters, and great addition to the Emberverse! Loved it.



Darn it, The end came too soon! I have read the entire Ember War saga. Richard Fox has continued

to put out a fast moving full of action military genre. Every turn moves quickly by placing new

characters into play and connecting with the whole seamlessly .. Outstanding reading I'm as always

looking forward to the next book or story that Mr. Fox writes as I'm sure it will delight the reader.

I have followed the entire Ember War saga. This follows on and evolves into new characters so

seamlessly that you barely miss the characters from the Ember war... but with just a hint of their

presence that keeps you woundering what role may they have in the future... Great read and

lookimg forward to the next installment

Great read, can't wait for the next one! Read it in one sitting, couldn't put it down...

Can't wait until the next book in the series
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